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The revised version of the manuscript is characterized just by minor revisions with respect to the first submission. Several
essential issues still remain unsolved. Actually, authors have not fulfilled the majority of main concerns highlighted in the first
review process. The current contents of the paper represent a post-event analysis; there is no novelty and originality of contents
(meteo-hydrological forecasting tools, statistical forecast verification, outcomes). Many themes are discussed throughout the
manuscript, but none of them is deeply investigated by introducing innovative tools or results with respect to past studies.
Challenging purposes are proposed, but the described outcomes do not allow supporting fully statements written throughout
the manuscript. Even, the discussion of results brings to face with questions that remain unsolved. Many parts of the text
describe reasonings and outcomes characterised by a weak significance or obvious conclusions (in particular, Sections 5 and
6; for instance, several times the outcome of the discussion of results is to state that ensembles are useful with respect to the
scenario of using zero rainfall as forecast). In my opinion, the current manuscript resembles a technical or internal report that
may be of interest for local forecasters and end-users (in particular, Sections 2, 3 and 4), but its soundness for researchers and
readers of an international peer-reviewed journal is weak.

Main general concerns are recalled below.
We thank referee n°3 for this feedback about the revised version of the paper. Despite our point to point answers to the
remarks formulated in the first turn of reviews, it seems that there is still some misunderstanding about the scope and the
novelty brought by this paper. We provide further explanation on these aspects in our detailed answers below. The novelty
and originality of the paper lies in our dealing with short-range flash-flood forecasts. This requires specific QPFs ensemble
products (high temporal and spatial resolution, high refresh rate, seamless forecasts, . . . ) that have, to our knowledge, never
been used in any comparable study. These original forecasting tools are essential for addressing the large spatio-temporal
variability and limited predictability of the heavy precipitation events generating these floods. The paper involves two new
experimental ensemble products that aim to address these specific requirements, and have never been evaluated before. As of
today, there is no consensus in the numerical weather prediction (NWP) community about the best approach to cater for the
needs of flash-flood numerical prediction models at these scales. Such new experimental rain products are still not operationally
available, and they are not available on enough past high precipitation events for hydrologists to evaluate the performance and
make decisions on their added value (i.e., changing (or not) the configuration of operational systems). The usefulness of this
paper lies in its comparison of the relative merits of several NWP approaches that could be implemented operationally in the
near future, which is a question of strategic importance and societal significance in many meteorological and hydrological
prediction institutes. To that end, we have presented a first evaluation focused on the capacity to provide efficient forecasts for
one single and intense flash flood event.

The novelty brought by the proposed evaluation framework lies in the way the conventional metrics are combined and
adapted, to obtain an as detailed and meaningful evaluation as possible of the hydrological forecasts for the considered event.
We think that this kind of event-based evaluation can bring interesting complements to the conventional large-scale and statisti-
cally more representative evaluation of ensemble forecasts, which remains of course necessary. By definition, high impact flash
flood cases are rare, and state-of-the-art numerical prediction tools are computationally expensive and continuously evolving.
Thus, it is often impossible to properly assess the performance of these tools in a statistical way: event-based evaluations are
unavoidable. Both approaches (statistical and event-based) should not be opposed but rather considered as complementary, and
this opinion seems to be increasingly shared by the community (see for instance p.3-4 of this report of a ECMWF worshop
on model uncertainty). The reviewer rightly points out that statistical evaluation of ensemble predictions of precipitation has
already been performed in many studies, so there would be no point in bloating the article with yet another one. We believe
that it is more productive in focusing the paper on the more original aspects of event-based evaluation challenges. Event based
evaluations have been shown to be very useful communication tools to exchange with and get feedback from end users (Das-
gupta et al., 2023). Our paper does not claim that event-based evaluations provide a complete picture of the performance of
forecasting systems, we merely claim that such evaluations are important tools for designing of these systems and documenting
their performance in rare, high-impact flood cases.

Our study aims at opening a discussion on this issue of event based evaluation. The introduction section of the paper has
been adapted to make this objective appearing more clearly. We are aware that finding a solution is complex and might take
some time (if ever) to be achieved. We believe however that the research community needs to address this issue. Our paper
tries to contribute to this discussion: how can we better evaluate the quality of new hydrometeorological forecasting systems
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that target to improve flash-flood forecasts? How can one decide which system is the best when we only have reforecasts for a
single flood event to evaluate at a given river basin? We believe that these questions are important to the forecasting community,
and they are clearly of interest to forecasting offices in many regions of the world that are affected by similar flash flood events.
Kilometric-scale ensemble numerical weather prediction systems are only beginning to be used for nowcasting purposes, and
their application to flash flood prediction is a timely question that will interest many readers, given the growing economical
and human impacts of flash-floods worlwide.

The declared aim to focus on the needs of civil protection authorities appears incomplete: some verifications on QPFs (in
particular, Figs 5 and 6) and discharge forecasts (Figs 10-15) were discussed just for very short lead times (the 1-h lead time
in Figs 5-6, the 3-h lead time in Figs 10-15), neglecting longer lead times which are more proper and useful for the aim of
warnings by authorities in charge of decisions in case of flood. Lead times shorter than 6-12 hours do not allow issuing timely
warning and take effectively actions for safety and emergency services (bearing in mind also the time to collect observed data,
run the hydrological models, analyze result and issue warnings).

The rainfall forecasts evaluated here correspond to short range forecasts limited to 6 hours lead-time. We fully agree that
warnings issued with larger lead-times are very useful for preparedness actions. But lead times shorter than 6-12 hours are a
reality for many operational forecasters and emergency managers dealing with flash floods (as is the case of the Mediterranean
flash flood we are analysing in our paper), because of the fast evolution and limited predictability of the triggering heavy
precipitation events. Many flood events have a too low predictability for warnings to be usefully issued more than a few hours in
advance (Davolio et al., 2017; Carrio et al., 2022), as (again) demonstrated by several catastrophic events in the Mediterranean
area in 2022. For this reason, several research contributions dealing with flash floods have focused in the last years on very
short range (<6h) forecasts, based on radar advection and NWP blending approaches, and/or radar data assimilation in NWP
models (Bowler et al., 2006; Berenguer et al., 2011; Silvestro and Rebora, 2012; Davolio et al., 2017; Poletti et al., 2019;
Zanchetta and Coulibaly, 2020; Lovat et al., 2022).

Civil protection authorities which are facing flash-floods also express the need for short-range (<6h) forecasts, issued with
high refreshment frequency, to help in localizing more accurately in space and time the areas at risk during the develop-
ment of these events. Delivering flash flood forecasts with up to 6h lead time would represent a significant improvement in
comparison with currently existing flash flood monitoring or now-casting systems, which often still rely on radar rainfall ob-
servations (Gourley et al., 2017). Particularly, the need for short range forecasts has been confirmed within the PICS project
(https://pics.ifsttar.fr/en), through exchanges with an end-users group including the varied authorities involved in flash-flood
crisis management in France (Javelle et al., 2021). The experimental short range-rainfall products studied in this paper have
been specifically released to address this demand. This is the reason why some studied products are not yet operational, and
also why this study specifically focuses on short lead-times.

Nevertheless, since the studied forecasts are released for up to 6-hour lead times, it is possible to illustrate the results obtained
for a wider range of lead-times from 1 hour to 6 hours, for the rainfall forecasts (fig. 5-6) and the forecast hydrographs (fig.
10-15). We propose to include all these results in the revised version of the paper: the figures 5-6 and 10-15 have been all
focused on the intermediate 3-hours lead-time, and the 1-hour and 6-hour lead times have been presented in a new appendix
(Appendix A) for rainfall forecasts, and in appendix C for forecast hydrographs (corresponding to appendix B in the former
version of the manuscript).

Another desired goal of the manuscript is to draw lessons from the analysis of the selected case study for the users of
hydrological forecasts. But, two of the proposed ensemble systems are not routinely run (it seems that the experimental phase
about these tools cover just the year 2018). It is not clear the sense of investigating performance of these products with respect
to the aim of end-users if they have not at disposal such forecasting tools in the operational practice.

In the operational practice of flood forecasting, new tools and forecasting systems are rarely tested in real-time before being
tested first, and evaluated, in research. This is because decisions involving flood forecasts and warnings/alerts impact human
lives and hence have to be carefully taken. In many National flood forecasting services, forecasters are legally responsible for
the warnings they launch (or not) and their consequences, in particular when human life losses are involved. This explains
why the systems being evaluated in our paper are designed for operational use but are evaluated within a research project first,
before implementation in real-time (PICS Project, https://pics.ifsttar.fr/en, which involved both research labs and operational
flood forecasting services). The complexity of this evaluation is the question at the heart of this paper. The tested products have
been proposed specifically to address the demand for short-range (6h) seamless ensemble forecasts, with a 1h refreshment rate.
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Two of these products are experimental, and are generated in an original way, by merging different runs of two convection
permitting NWP models, including one ensemble run and several (time lagged) deterministic runs. Since they are experimental
and computationally expensive, these products have been released only for selected events of year 2018 and are not routinely
run yet. Non-real time evaluation, as we have done here, is a prerequisite for establishing confidence that the tested systems are
worth running in real time for preoperational evaluation, which will be the next step, but it is beyond the scope of our study.
The first evaluation we propose in this paper aims to verify if such products could be useful for flash flood forecasting, and
can be expected to have value for end users. Such preliminary analyses are necessary before the experimental products can
be adapted and tested on larger periods to build statistically more robust conclusions, and finally be integrated in operational
workflows. A new development has been added in the introduction section of the paper to clarify these aspects.

The way to build the ensembles based on time lagging (i.e., “pepi”) and spatial shift (i.e., “pertDpepi”) could be questionable
about some characteristics that appear as unsolved (maybe, additional investigations would be useful to improve the character-
istics of the two ensembles). On the one hand, it is not clear the physical meaning underlying the way to build the ensemble
based on AROME-EPS and AROME-NWC (i.e., “pepi”). The main and only reason seems to obtain an ensemble with a certain
number of members to run the hydrological model. But, the gain in performance of “pepi” are mainly due to NWC and the
time lagging, the members associated to EPS do not give an added value. On the other hand, the spatial scale of the shift for
“pertDpepi” appears as not optimal for the investigated study area (a sensitivity analysis of the extension of the spatial shift
should be proposed).

We fully agree that the precipitation ensembles used could still be improved. Further improving the atmospheric ensembles
would be a big endeavor that is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper just presents a first hydrological evaluation of
three products, among which two are experimental and were specifically designed to address the need for seamless very short
range rainfall forecasts to better anticipate flash floods. A sentence has been added in section 3.3 to better explain the origin of
these new products. The point of using these precipitation ensembles in this study is to show that they clearly impact forecast
performance for the considered event, as demonstrated by the ROC evaluations in fig 8. There, the ROC curves are well above
the diagonal for all ensembles, which proves that the ensembles carry predictive value, regardless of the ensemble perturbation
details, for this event. Regarding the way of building the ensembles:

– The AROME-EPS ensemble is a state-of-the-art weather forecasting ensemble and its perturbations are physically based
as explained in the linked journal papers (Bouttier et al., 2012; Raynaud and Bouttier, 2016);

– The PEPI and pertDpepi ensembles are based on lagging and statistical field perturbation, which is the currently dominant
approach to generate short-range precipitation ensembles (?Lu et al., 2007; Bowler et al., 2006).

Our study is the first that compares these both types of ensembles from a hydrological point of view, so it gives novel infor-
mation about their respective merits, even if this first evaluation is focused here on one single event and can obviously not be
extrapolated.

It should also be noted that these ensembles (pepi, pertDpepi) are not limited to run over the Aude river catchment only. They
are designed to run over the whole French territory (as it is usually the case with NWP models in meteorology). Therefore,
perturbations and other steps implemented when building the ensembles cannot be calibrated to satisfy one event in one river
basin. This additional complexity justifies the event-based evaluation we are proposing in this paper.

The verification metrics are commonly used over large datasets, in order to highlight statistical characteristics of the forecast
product. The use of verification metrics to analyze a single event has poor significance (rank histogram, ROC curves and
spread-skill relationship in Figs. 6, 7 and panels a) in Figs 10-15, respectively).

We agree that the ensemble verification metrics are generally used over large datasets to reach statistical significance. An
analysis focused on one single event cannot reach this objective. On the other hand, analyses focusing on single events are
also needed (see for instance the conclusions of ECMWF workshop on model uncertainty). They enable to delve into the
precise characteristics of forecasts, and to illustrate the information obtained for the most intense and critical events. This is
the reason why they are interesting for end-users. We think both approaches are complementary and should not be opposed.
What we propose here is only a single event analysis. We do not intend for the metrics we use to deliver statistically significant
conclusions, they are just used here for characterizing the detailed behaviour of the ensembles for the analyzed event, and
they are combined and adapted in an original way to this purpose. We added several sentences in the manuscript to avoid
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any misleading on this point, and to remind that the conclusions are valid only for the considered event and should not be
extrapolated to future events.

Even though the focus is to evaluate a rare flood event, a statistical analysis of discharges performed over a long dataset is
significant to test false alarms due to potential overestimation of QPFs (especially, for events on very small areas like many of
the investigated sub-basins). Otherwise, a deceptive reliability about the forecasting tool could be induced in the users of those
forecasts. The statistical analysis in terms of discharge forecast should consider at least the whole period covered by QPFs (in
the first submission, the performance of the meteo ensembles were shown for the whole year 2018), not just a flood event.

We agree that a statistical analysis over a long continuous period would be essential to characterize the risks of false alarms,
and the actual statistical performance of the forecasts. The period of such an analysis should probably largely exceed the year
2018 and the Aude area, to include a significant number of flood events exceeding the 10-year discharge threshold (which is
a relevant threshold in our opinion, since often corresponding to the observation of first significant inundations and damages).
This is not yet possible, since the experimental rainfall ensembles we used here have been released only for a few intense
rainfall events of 2018 (Aude river in October, Ardèche and Cèze rivers in August and Argens rivers in October), among which
only the October flood in the Aude river exceeds a 10-year return period. The evaluation of the rainfall forecasts presented in
the initial version of the manuscript was pooling all these three events, for the whole product geographic window covered by the
rainfall forecast products, but its statistical significance also remains limited. The event analysis provided in the paper enables
to examine in detail the hydrological forecasts obtained for one interesting intense flood event. The performance observed on
such an event can help to decide if it is worth conducting a continuous analysis on a larger period of time, to draw robust
statistical conclusions.

The selected case study has been already investigated by some past studies, at least by the meteorological point of view (with
the same or similar QPF forecasting tools).

The event has been studied from a meteorological point of view by Caumont et al. (2021), including the performances of
QPFs based on AROME and AROME EPS. Lovat et al. (2022) studied the performance of deterministic hydrological forecasts
for this event, using AROME-NWC and PIAF short-range QPFs. Other studies focused on this event to improve a hydrological
model (Peredo et al., 2022), or to evaluate automated flood mapping approaches (Hocini et al., 2021). But none of these studies
have focused yet on short range ensemble hydrological forecasting, and the experimental pepi and pertDpepi QPF products
have never been evaluated yet from a hydrological forecasting perspective.

The proposed framework for the evaluation of meteo-hydrological model coupling does not represent an innovation, a new
approach. That analysis collects different approaches commonly used in the worldwide operational practice for the verification
of accuracy of ensemble precipitation forecasts and to convey and analyze the information provided in terms of discharge
forecast by a meteo-hydrological forecasting chain. Roughly summarizing, the forecast is verified over a study area of interest
for local end-users (identified as “HFA”) within a time window useful to issue warnings (identified as “HFT”).

The novelty of the proposed approach lies in two aspects in our opinion: 1 - it proposes a new combination of well known
evaluation metrics in order to provide a synthetic and as informative as possible analysis of the considered event, and 2 - the
common contingency table and ROC curve approach has been adapted here (see appendix) to obtain one unique ROC curve
summarizing the performance for all the lead-times, and enabling them to examine separately the anticipation times. To our
knowledge, similar approaches have not been proposed yet in the literature: if we are wrong, we would be grateful to obtain
the corresponding references.

The analysis related to anticipation times for the hydrological forecasts (i.e., Fig 9) is questionable and misleading. Outcomes
depends on concurrently by the accuracy of rainfall forecast for the event study as well as by the characteristic of the basin
(namely, the response times of the considered catchments to rainfall). Many statements describe reasoning of weak significance
that lead to obvious outcomes or are strictly valid for the selected runs of QPFs. The representativeness and significant level of
contents conveyed by Fig.9 are weak to gain insight about the proposed tools for flood forecasts (in particular when aimed to
warning purposes).

We completely agree that the anticipation times presented on Fig.9 depend both on the accuracy of rainfall forecasts and
the response times of the considered basins. This is the reason why the RF0 (zero future rainfall) forecast is presented on this
figure: this reference run illustrates the part of anticipation that is only due to the basins’ response times. The comparison of
the anticipation times obtained with RF0 and with the QPF products shows the gains in anticipation associated with the QPF
products. This important role of the reference RF0 forecast is explained in section 2.2 of the manuscript. The conclusion here is
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that the gain in anticipation is significant with the QPFs for the studied event, which is in our opinion important information to
characterize the added value of forecasts for this specific event. This conclusion should obviously not be extrapolated to future
events: we have reminded this in the text to avoid misleading interpretation. We do not see in the comments of this figure any
other questionable or misleading points.
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We thank referee n°4 for this very positive evaluation and his suggestions to improve the manuscript.

– Line 245 (typos): spatial is spatial We corrected this typing mistake.

– Lines 300-305: referring to figure 4, is it a) referring to 1-hour lead time and b) to 6-hour, or viceversa? When you write
“except at the end of the rainfall event, on the 15th October between 7:00 and 11:00 utc, where all ensemble forecasts
overestimate the rainfall rates, particularly for the 1-hour lead time forecast”, it seems to me that this is more evident
in figure 4 b), that is 6-hour lead time forecast. And when you write “for the 6-hour lead time forecast a time shift of 2
hours is observed during the rising phase “, it seems to me more evident in figure 4a), that is 1-hour lead time.

The paper now includes the results for a 3-hour lead time in figure 4, and for the 1-hour and 6-hour lead times in appendix
A. We changed the analysis to mention that the overestimation at the end of the rainfall event is present rather for the
3-hour and 6-hour lead times, and that only the 6-hour lead-time shows a relatively systematic time shift of 1 to 2 hours
during the whole event.

– Figure 7: I suggest to add in the caption the definition of POD and FAR (they are defined in appendix A)

We added the definitions in the caption of Fig.7
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